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What’s in a Name?
Renaming Datasets

Occasionally, the storage administrator
needs to rename datasets to ‘clone’

production data for use on test systems, to
make duplicate copies for backup, when
merging two data centers, or for any num-
ber of other reasons. Such renaming may
involve a single dataset or thousands of
files. Several different mechanisms may be
used in order to perform the renames.

Many programs which rename datasets
make use of the RENAME macro (SVC 30,
documented in the DFSMSdfp Advanced
Services Guide SC26-7400). This macro can
change the name of non-VSAM datasets,
either SMS or non-SMS. It requires that a list
of volumes on which the dataset resides be
provided (even for SMS-managed datasets,
though the list can consist of dummy volumes
for these). For SMS-managed datasets, the
renamed dataset will also be properly cata-
logued—for non-SMS datasets, the program
that invokes RENAME must also perform the
recataloging itself. The RENAME parameter
list also includes options which must be set
manually if they are needed—they are not
part of the macro. These include first, an
option not to turn on the dataset-changed bit
(DS1DSCHA in the format-1 DSCB), so that
the dataset will appear not to have changed
and will not be backed up during the next
incremental backup, and second, an option
which allows the renaming to take place even
though the dataset is already in use by another
job. This option, which bypasses the usual
check for an outstanding SYSDSN enqueue,
requires RACF authorization to the STGAD-
MIN.DPDSRN.olddsn facility class (where
‘olddsn’ is the original dataset name before
the rename, or a mask). Although the
RENAME macro does not require APF
authorization, any kind of dataset renaming is
always subject to system security checks—
the user performing the rename must have

ALTER authority to both the original and
new dataset names, and if the original
dataset name is protected by a generic pro-
file, the new name must also be protected
by such a profile.

Using the RENAME macro requires
writing an assembler-language program.
Somewhat easier to use is the simple TSO
RENAME command. The RENAME com-
mand, which ‘under the covers’ invokes
SVC 26 (ALTER), can rename individual
datasets, or can be used to make the same
change to many datasets by masking one
qualifier. For example, RENAME
‘TEST.*.JULY.DATA’ ‘TEST.*.MONTH-
LY.OLDDATA’ will change the last two
qualifiers of all datasets with a high-level
qualifier of TEST and low level qualifiers
of JULY and DATA. The second qualifier,
which may differ from one dataset to
another, is unchanged. The TSO RENAME
command can also be used to supply an
alias for a member of a PDS (though this
isn’t supposed to be done for a load library
member). The RENAME command can also
be issued under ISPF (option 3.2 or 3.4). In
this case, if the dataset being renamed is
already allocated elsewhere, and the user has
authority to STGADMIN.DPDSRN.olddsn,
ISPF will present a confirmation panel ask-
ing if the dataset should be renamed even
though it’s already in use.

Still another, rather old-fashioned, way to
rename datasets is via IEHPROGM. This
hoary utility can even be used on SMS-man-
aged datasets, since for these files, it will prop-
erly recatalog the new name. For all types of
datasets, however, IEHPROGM requires that
the volume serial numbers for the datasets be
explicitly specified in JCL. Also, like TSO
RENAME, VSAM files cannot be renamed.

To rename VSAM datasets, the ALTER
command of IDCAMS must be used. ALTER

NEWNAME can be used to rename any type
of dataset, VSAM or non-VSAM, SMS-or
non-SMS, sequential dataset or PDS member.
Renaming a VSAM dataset requires that each
component of the cluster be individually
renamed, but this is easy enough to do since,
like TSO RENAME, a single qualifier can be
represented by an asterisk.

There are some catalog considerations that
must be taken into account when ALTER
NEWNAME is used to change the high-level
qualifier of a dataset, and the new high-level
qualifier represents a different catalog. For
non-SMS datasets, the entry remains cata-
logued in the original catalog (and thus may
be inaccessible except via STEPCAT). For
SMS-managed datasets, the dataset is recata-
logued in the new catalog, unless it is a
VSAM cluster or component, in which case
the ALTER fails with message IDC3009I,
return code 48, reason code 122, since at no
time can an SMS-managed cluster have
entries referenced in two different catalogs.

Even though explicitly renaming a file
does not involve moving any data or creat-
ing a new dataset, the system invokes the
management class ACS routine to give the
storage management system a chance to
change the dataset’s management class, in
case a different one is required for the new
name. The &ACSENVIR variable, which
describes the type of processing being
performed, is set to ‘RENAME’, and only
certain ACS read-only variables (DSNAME,
DSORG, JOBNAME, and a few others) are
available. Unfortunately, only the new
dataset name, and not the old one, is known
to the ACS routines, so it is difficult to
enforce renaming standards using the ACS
routines. Renaming standards enforcement
is more often performed through the securi-
ty system or through the IGGPRE00 exit or
vendor allocation management systems.
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Renaming more than one dataset using the TSO RENAME com-
mand or IDCAMS ALTER is possible but is a limited approach. A
more common and more flexible way of renaming large numbers of
datasets is to use the system data movers, such as DFSMSdss and
FDRDSF or FDRCOPY to rename datasets as they are being restored
from backup or copied from one volume to another. While this involves
data movement, and can be time-consuming, often the data must be
moved anyway in order to use the renamed files while still allowing
access to the original ones. With these programs, mass renaming can be
performed with a much greater degree of control over the resulting
dataset names, and without the need for individually renaming VSAM
components. In addition, renaming datasets during a restore (or copy,
which is much the same thing), allows for proper recataloging of
datasets into the correct catalog if high-level qualifiers are to be
changed. Under DFSMSdss, the RENAME and RENAMEU operands
are used to specify the target names for the dataset, while for FDRABR,
the NEWNAME= or NEWINDEX= parameters perform this function.

Whether renaming one dataset or thousands, an understanding
of the various techniques that can be used to perform the rename,
along with the pros and cons of each, is important knowledge for
the storage administrator.
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